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A leftist stole a pro-life display from protesters participating in the 40 Days for Life
campaign outside a San Francisco Planned Parenthood facility and then beat an elderly
man who tried to stop him. The San Francisco 40 Days for Life team was victimized by the
same man earlier in the week, and he knocked two men to the ground during that incident
as well, including the same elderly pro-lifer he attacked again on March 14th. -GEG

This was horrible.
An unhinged leftist stole a prolife display from protesters outside a San Francisco
Planned Parenthood facility and then beat an elderly man who tried to stop him.

Life News reported:

An unknown assailant has repeatedly disrupted, harassed and attacked a peaceful, pro-life
prayer vigil in San Francisco.

On Thursday, March 14, an 85-year-old pro-life advocate was the
victim of a brutal attack outside a San Francisco Planned Parenthood
facility. The pro-lifer was participating in a peaceful 40 Days for Life
campaign when the assailant stole the victim’s banner and viciously
beat the victim. The same assailant had assaulted the victim and another
man just two days prior.

The elderly man tried to stop the theft of the banner by putting a
stick holding the banner into the spokes of the bicycle. The perpetrator
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shoved the man to the ground and began violently and repeatedly kicking
and threatening him.

The San Francisco 40 Days for Life team was victimized by the same
man earlier in the week. On Tuesday, the perpetrator threw a sign, table
and pro-life literature into the street. He knocked two men to the
ground during that incident as well, including the same elderly
pro-lifer he attacked again on Thursday.

The attacks were reported to law enforcement, and police officers took statements from the
victims.

Read full article here…
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